Case Study
Hotel Paradies
Snom helps reduce operating costs
and the dependence on third parties
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Section 1 - Background
Hotel Paradies was built in 1910 as a refuge for the
painter Hans Walter Beyer. This 23 room hotel located in the Engadin Alps in the canton of Graubünden
is on one of the most beautiful plateaus in the Swiss
Alps. Exclusive rooms and a Michelin-starred chef
in the gourmet-restaurant L ' Autezza make this
five-star hotel to a very special place. The distinctive
charm, and cautious modernization in recent years,
have preserved the character of Hotel Paradies and
allowed it to live up to it’s name.

linked, the hotel now benefits from a fully integrated
system that truly meets all functional requirements.
The hotel selected 2 different IP phones providers:
the hotel rooms utilise a model from the Danish
designer Jacob Jensen. The hotel management,
whose telefone must have a much larger range of
functions, opted for the elegant and at the same
time highly functional Snom 821. The reception
were provided with the user-friendly, and intuitive
Snom 870 with an integrated touch screen and the
Snom vision extension module.

Section 2 – Problem
The proprietary telephone system was already installed when ship-owning and hotelier family Rahe,
from Hamburg, bought the premises in 1995. But it
did not meet the requirements of modern day telephony. "Our telephone system failed three times in
a month and we were finding it costly and difficult
to source spare parts. So it was clear that we had to
act urgently," recalls Lisa Roos, Chef de Réception at
Hotel Paradise.

Section 4 - Benefits
Installation was rapid, 2 days were originally
planned for, but Cinehaus worked quickly and accurately and the hotel had trouble free calls by the
afternoon of the first day. They also have an ongoing
24 hour support contract in place with Cinehaus.
The open-source Asterisk based system relieved
the hotel of their previous tie to a single supplier.
With the new system the hotel succeeded in cutting their monthly expenditure in half, plus the new
communications solution is much more convenient
to use.

In a world where every guest can use their own mobile phone the need for a cost optimized solution in
the hotel was very important. The days when guest
use of the phone system had a positive impact on
the balance sheet, are long gone. High maintenance
and rental fees contributed to the decision to move
quickly and the Hotel decided to install a modern
telephone system and to reduce their dependence
on third parties.
A key functional requirement was that telephony
for staff accommodation would no longer be free of
charge. The aesthetics of the phones of course play
a big role, and the design of the devices had to meet
the style requirements of the hotel management.
Section 3 – Solution
Füssener system integrators Cinehaus proposed a
solution that addressed the needs of the hotel at a
moderate price and including appropriate phones.
They recommended switching to a telephone system, based on the open SIP standard. In the spring
of 2013 the Hotel installed voice-over IP. They selected a combined solution that consists of a Xorcom TwinStar Asterisk IP PBX and IP phones from
Snom Technology AG. Xorcom's complete Concierge
software connects the PBX to the Micros-Fidelio
property management system (PMS) , a unique feature, since the Fidelio PMS is a very closed system.
Since the restaurant cash registers on the PMS are

Section 5 - Future
The hotel look forward to the day when fibre optic
cable will come to the Scuol area and the sun terraces in Ftan in the Lower Engadine but for today
they are content that they have reached a state,
which corresponds to their hotel: paradise.
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"Anyone who still thinks that open solutions are just for hobbyists and computer scientists, deludes themselves enormously. Our new telephony solution is highly professional and meets all of our needs and all at a
price, for which we would just have had a stripped-down minimal investment from other providers.“
Lisa Roos, Chef de Réception, Hotel Paradies

The IP business phone meets all functional requirements in the enterprise area and is richly equipped.“
Meike Bambach, Director, Hotel Paradies
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